The Abundance Drawings currently happen twice a month. At each drawing, a different number of people per county will be selected to enroll in ABP.

How does the Abundance Drawing work?

Once you have submitted your application and we have confirmed your eligibility, you will be added to the “Abundance Pool.” The Abundance Pool is a group of eligible applicants. Applicants will be randomly selected twice a month to become ABP participants. If you are not selected you will be automatically re-entered into the next drawings until you are randomly selected or pass your 27th week of pregnancy. Everyone will have an equal opportunity to be selected and no preference will be given based on any status including but not limited to age, income, or stage of pregnancy.

Why an Abundance Drawing?

We are not able to serve everyone and we wanted to create a process that was fair and respected community. We worked with Black mamas in our participating counties to design every component of ABP, including the Abundance Drawing process.

How many times can I be entered into the Abundance Drawing?

You can be entered in the Abundance Drawing an unlimited number of times until you pass 27 weeks of pregnancy. If you have not been randomly selected by your 27th week of pregnancy you will become ineligible for the Abundance Drawing and the ABP. We will let you know if this happens.

I am close to 27 weeks pregnant, can I get priority in the Abundance Drawing?

Applicants are randomly selected by a computer system. Everyone who is eligible for Abundance Drawing will have an equal chance of being selected by the computer system. We are not able to prioritize any applicants.

How often are the Abundance Drawings?

The Abundance Drawings currently happen twice a month. At each drawing, a different number of people per county will be selected to enroll in ABP.

Do I have to do anything to stay in the Abundance Drawing?

You don't have to do anything to stay in the Abundance Drawing. All eligible applicants will automatically be entered into an Abundance Drawing, and applicants will be randomly selected twice a month to participate in the ABP. If you are not selected but are still eligible for ABP, you will be automatically re-entered into the next drawings until you are selected or are no longer eligible (i.e. you are 27 or more weeks pregnant).